Jacobsen Declaration
Exhibit I
At 4:55 AM -0700 5/2/03, kam_loconet wrote:
> By the way, we have already implemented (and released RC1) a distributed
> xml model that works for all command stations in our train server 2.4
> product. We do not have a problem in converting the data model to xml
> data standard. (fyi: wireless win ce pda's running the layout are
> pretty cool)

Could you point me to more info on that?

JMRI uses XML files to store state information (decoder definitions,
layout configuration, etc), but not for communication. I'd like to
know more about your approach.

Bob
--

-------------
Bob Jacobsen (Bob_Jacobsen@lbl.gov, 510-486-7355, fax 510-495-2957)
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